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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Unified Payment Card work group was established during the second regular session
of the 124th Legislature. Part HHH of Chapter 571 instructed the Treasurer of State to convene
this work group ‘in order to determine if increased cardholder convenience and further state
budget savings can be achieved’ through a unified payment card for state expenditures.
Enabling Legislation
Part HHH called upon representatives from the Department of Administrative and
Financial Services, Office of the State Controller, Division of Purchases, Bureau of Revenue
Services, Office of the Information Technology, Department of Labor, Department of Health and
Human Services, Department of Corrections, Department of Education, and the Department of
Professional and Financial Regulation. The Treasurer of State was to serve as chair, and would
accept resources as approved and provided by work group participants.
The group was charged with the following goals:





Review current payment card offerings
Explore opportunities to expand payment card offerings
Determine any cost savings and expenses associated with a unified payment card
Recommend actions and timelines, if appropriate

After consideration of the information presented and discussion of options and related issues
made during the course of its work, the Unified Payment Card Work Group unanimously
concluded that a Unified Payment Card is not immediately achievable at this time but makes the
following recommendations:

1. Issue an RFP (Request for Proposal) to establish a Statewide Master
contract for Payment Card Services. This contract would facilitate a
transfer from the Open Vendor Model (Multiple vendors with multiple cards;
see section 2.6.1) currently in use, to the One-Vendor–Two-Card Model
(2.6.4). The Group concludes that consolidation of current and future
Payment Card contracts to a single vendor would provide an efficiency of
delivery that should translate into cost savings and increased cardholder
convenience. Because of the complexity of the variables involved, and the
unknown pricing components that card providers may utilize, the Group feels
that the most fair and accurate solution is the competitive RFP process. If it
is determined that proposal responses result in increased cost savings or
efficiency of delivery, the new (or incumbent) vendor will begin providing
Payment Card Services on a master State-wide agreement level.
2. Establishment of a Payment Card RFP Reviewers panel. This panel,
consisting of members from the Department of Health and Human Services,
Department of Labor, Office of the State Controller, Office of the State
Treasurer, and the Division of Purchases, would oversee the RFP process for
the Statewide Master contract for Payment Card Services. This group would
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be responsible for determining if the RFP proposal in Recommendation #1 is
more advantageous for the State and cardholders than the current payment
card solutions.
3. Modification of M.R.S.A. Title 5 Section 1543. This language
modification, included in section 5.1, clarifies current statute to ensure that
all forms of State disbursement fall under the checks and balances of the
Office of the State Controller and Office of the State Treasurer.
4. Modification of M.R.S.A. Title 5 Section 1543-A. This language
modification, included in section 5.2, gives authority to the Office of the
State Controller and Office of the State Treasurer to transition State
disbursements to more cost effective methods of payment, such as EFT.

Unified Payment Card Work Group
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

The Unified Payment Card work group was established during the second regular session
of the 124th Legislature. Part HHH of Chapter 571 instructed the Treasurer of State to convene
this work group ‘in order to determine if increased cardholder convenience and further state
budget savings can be achieved’ through a unified payment card for state expenditures.

1.1

Enabling Legislation

Part HHH called upon representatives from the Department of Administrative and
Financial Services, Office of the State Controller, Division of Purchases, Bureau of Revenue
Services, Office of the Information Technology, Department of Labor, Department of Health and
Human Services, Department of Corrections, Department of Education, and the Department of
Professional and Financial Regulation. The Treasurer of State was to serve as chair, and would
accept resources as approved and provided by work group participants.
The group was charged with the following goals:





1.2

Review current payment card offerings
Explore opportunities to expand payment card offerings
Determine any cost savings and expenses associated with a unified payment card
Recommend actions and timelines, if appropriate

Work Group Meetings

The Work Group held meetings on September 22nd, November 19th, and December 21st of
2010. During the first meeting, work group members were briefed on the technical differences
of the payment card from other payment processes. Members representing the Department of
Health & Human Services (DHHS) and the Department of Labor (DOL) described their payment
card programs, and members discussed the individualized pricing methods for the two active
payment card contracts. The group also discussed current payment statistics, including the
breakdown of electronic payments vs. standard check issuance.
At the Work Group’s second meeting, the group discussed a state-wide cost comparison
of current payment types, including payment card models. Cardholder convenience and methods
of quantifying convenience were also discussed.

Unified Payment Card Work Group
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2.0

BACKGROUND AND FINDINGS

One of the first goals of the Group was to identify the costs of State payment methods so
that a clear understanding of the current cost environment could be considered. This established a
need for a comparative analysis. The information obtained from this analysis sets the foundation
for the Unified Payment Card discussion and in broader terms, payment methodologies statewide.

2.1

State of Maine Payment Costs

In FY 2010, the State of Maine issued approximately 1.6 million paper checks. In that
same time frame, approximately 540,000 payments were made via ACH, and 1.78 million via
Payment Card. The following table outlines the payment cost by transaction for each of the
payment types currently in use on a statewide basis. 1

Type
ACH Origination
Wire Fees
Envelope
Check Paid
Check Stock
Postage
Printing
Issuer Fees
Federal Reimb.
Float (Earnings)
Rebate

Checks
Checks (5 Yr Avg)
EFT
Trans.
Check
Check
(0.04)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
(0.02)
(0.02)
(0.08)
(0.08)
0.00
(0.02)
0.00
0.00
(0.40)
(0.40)
0.00
(0.04)
(0.04)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.22
1.26
0.00
0.00
0.00
(0.04)
(0.34)
0.72

MAP Card
Pine Tree
MAP
(DOL)
State
Card
Card (DOL)
Model*
Procuremnt
(DHHS)
Model*
5 year avg
Card
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
Trans.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
(0.79)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.395
0.00
0.00
0.00
(0.22)
(1.26)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6.14
(0.395)
(0.22)
(1.26)
6.14

Wire
Trans.
0.00
(5.00)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
(5.00)

Table 1 - Payment Cost Table

The total number at the bottom of each column indicates the cost of a single payment using that
method. A negative number indicates the cost to the State, while a positive number indicates
revenue. Costs do not consider administrative time spent preparing and entering payment
information in the accounting system or other payment systems.
EFT – Electronic Funds Transfer, also known as ACH (Automated Clearing House payment).
EFT’s require the vendor to be set up in the accounting system under a unique vendor code.
Once this is completed, EFT payments can be made at a cost of $.04 cents per transaction (Bank
fee). EFT’s are quick (overnight) and secure. Beginning in January 2011 this fee will decrease to
$.035 cents.
Checks - Checks are the most labor intensive form of payment, and the slowest. Float earnings
(revenue on uncashed checks), however, defray the cost from printing and mailing.

1

Compiled by the Office of the State Treasurer
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Checks (5 Year Average) - All anecdotal evidence points to checks costing more than other
forms of payment. However, when the 5 year cash pool earnings rate of 3.29% is applied to the
average amount of check float, checks earn an average of $.72 cents per item, making them the
second lowest payment method for State disbursements.
On the other hand, there are other, significant uncovered costs unique to check issuance
such as: check auditing, labor to sort and mail, checks returned undeliverable, check
reconciliation, escheatment, and check fraud. Also, check costs may begin to rise as they become
rarer with the advent of electronic processing. All indications point to paper checks as becoming
more and more obsolete.
Pine Tree Card – (See section 2.3.1) The Pine Tree Card fees, when spread out over all
programs and transactions, average a cost of $.79 cents per transaction. The true cost to DHHS
however, is half that amount, due to federal reimbursement.
*MAP Card Model & 5 Year Average – (See section 2.3.2) Since the MAP card operates at no
charge to the State, the only cost is the potential loss of interest earnings on float. Unemployment
Insurance float earnings by federal rules cannot be kept by the State, so there is technically no
State interest earnings lost by utilizing the MAP card. However, the associated earnings lost for a
similar pre-funded card (with no federal interest earnings guidelines) would compare with the
float earnings of checks.
State Procurement Card - By far the most advantageous payment method, the State
Procurement card (US Bank) utilizes an average interest free payment cycle of 14 days and an
average balance amount of $1,052,539.04 to receive interchange fee related rebates from the
issuer. 2 Procurement card purchases are of limited use and can only pay vendors which accept
credit card purchases.
Wires – Also known as FedWires, wires are the fastest mode of payment. At $5.00 per wire, it is
the most expensive (from an immediate charge vantage point) form of payment. All wires are
initiated by the Treasurer’s office on behalf on a requesting agency. The Treasurer’s office
reserves this option only for emergency or significant dollar payment amounts that are required to
be sent by this method. In Fiscal Year 2010, 466 wires were sent.

2.1.1

Payment Initiatives

Led by the Office of the State Controller (OSC), the State has made a concerted effort to
maximize the efficiency and cost effectiveness of State payments. A shift to EFT payments have
been the focal point, as they are affordable (.04 cents per EFT), quick (overnight), and secure.
The drawback, however, is the process to set up and maintain vendor banking information in the
accounting system to initiate EFT. This process, which includes the initial vendor setup, a ‘prenote’ transmission (an electronic file sent to the bank to verify the existence of the bank account),
and account maintenance. Currently, the Controller’s office has 1.25 FTE (full time equivalents)
positions dedicated to setting up, maintaining, and providing security controls for the 150k
vendors on file in the accounting system.

2

Division of Purchases. US Bank program. Est. based upon March 2010 – October 2010 statements.
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Based on these factors, EFT payments are currently best suited for repeat vendors with an
ongoing relationship with the State. Examples of such vendors would be: Municipalities,
healthcare providers, major retail stores, utility companies and other vendors who contract with
the State. Conversely, low volume, or transient vendors, are ill-suited to utilize the EFT platform
under current staffing capabilities; an example of such a population would be tax refund
recipients (MRS handles EFT returns independently of the accounting system). Payees like these
are often tracked via ‘misc vendor codes’ to avoid such vendor setup.
In a check analysis done by OSC, the top 5 miscellaneous vendors of FY 2010 were as
follows: 3
1. MISC1 (Child Support) - 435,443 items totaling $52,851,836
2. MHW4787 (SSI) - 371,041 items totaling $4,857,157
3. MTX6IND1040 (Tax refunds) - 196,113 items totaling $121,024,150
4. MMRSMERES (Misc. Tax) -59,581 items totaling $28,122,891
5. MUNCLMPROP (Unclaimed Property) – 16,530 items totaling $12,793,257
These top miscellaneous vendors account for 1.078 million of the 1.6 million checks
issued. This will not be the case going forward. Beginning in FY 2011, DHHS has begun to
transition item #2, SSI payments, to the Pine Tree Card. Their goal is to transition 100% of the
370k+ items to the payment card by the middle of FY2011. SSI is an ideal candidate for a
payment card. By 2012, DHHS hopes to have Child Support, item #1, transitioned to the
payment card also. Based solely on these efforts, the State should see a 51% reduction in check
issuance by the end of FY 2012. This is a significant change and a marked step into a completely
electronic era.
The two charts below illustrate the scale of payment card transactions in comparison to
other methods of payment in the State of Maine. In 2010, payment card transactions (known as
allotments) were approximately 45% of all the transactions in State government, followed by
checks with 40%. With the shift of SSI (State Supplemental Income) from checks to the EBT
card (fully implemented in December 2010) in the current fiscal year, and the planned addition of
Child Support payments to follow, it is estimated that payment card transactions will then rise to
66% of all State of Maine payment transactions.

Figure 1 - Statewide transaction
breakdown in 2010

Figure 2 - Estimated statewide transaction
breakdown by the end of FY 2012

3

Complete check vendor statistics presented to the group can be found in the attachments to the 2nd
meeting agenda found in Appendix C

Unified Payment Card Work Group
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2.2

Payment Cards

Payment Cards, which include electronic benefit transaction (EBT) cards and debit cards,
are fast becoming primary methods of payment for many State and Federal programs. Payment
cards are also finding an increased role in businesses, often taking the place of paper certificates
or cash refunds.
In the Payment Card world, there are generally two types of cards which can be used in
two distinct ways. A card can be reloadable, or fixed – Open loop, or closed.

Open Loop

Closed Loop

Reloadable

Funds can be added to card by
Agency. Can be used at any
merchant or network that accepts
debit/credit cards.

Funds can be added to card by
Agency. Use is restricted to specific
merchants (i.e. prepaid telephone
card, merchant gift card).

Fixed

One time disbursements with a set
value. Can be used at any
merchant or network that accepts
debit/credit cards.

One time disbursements with a set
value. Use is restricted to specific
merchants (i.e. prepaid telephone
card, merchant gift card).

Table 2 - Payment card type matrix

Payment cards are offered by a number of large financial services companies. When
compared to paper checks, the primary advantages of a payment card are:
For the Recipient:





No check cashing/fees
No bank account needed
Increased security
Quicker access to funds

For the State:






2.3

Enhanced tracking of disbursed funds
More efficient cash management
Reloadable cards eliminate the need to issue checks, saving on printing,
mailing, and administrative costs associated with check issuance
Quicker disbursement of benefits
Quicker recovery of erroneous or unused benefits

State of Maine Agency Payment Card Usage
In Maine, there are currently 3 agencies utilizing payment cards:

Unified Payment Card Work Group
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The Department of Health & Human Services (Pine Tree Card)
Dirigo Health (Pine Tree Card)
The Department of Labor (MAP Card)

Below are some of the details outlining each of the programs utilizing payment cards.
Monthly Average
Agency

Program

Card Name

Card Type
Reloadable/ Open
Loop ‐ Quest
Reloadable/ Open
Loop ‐ Quest
Reloadable/ Open
Loop ‐ Quest
Reloadable/ Open
Loop ‐ Quest
Reloadable/ Open
Loop ‐ Quest
Reloadable/ Open
Loop ‐ Quest
Reloadable/ Open
Loop ‐ Quest
Reloadable/ Open
Loop ‐ Quest
Reloadable/ Open
Loop ‐ VISA

DH HS

SNAP

Pine Tree Card

DH HS

TANF

Pine Tree Card

DH HS

PaS

Pine Tree Card

DH HS

Pine Tree Card

DOL

ASPIRE
Transitional Trans. &
Child Care
State Supplemental
Income
Refugee Cash
Assistance
Dirigo Premium
Refunds
Unemployment
Insurance

Key:
SNAP
TANF
PaS
ASPIRE

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
Parents as Scholars
Additional Support in Training and Employment

DH HS
DH HS
DIRIGO
DIRIGO

Pine Tree Card
Pine Tree Card
Pine Tree Card
Pine Tree Card
Maine Automated
Payment Card

Vendor

Total Amount

ACS

$ 31,292,221.00

#
Cardholders
123,721

ACS
ACS

$

6,171,652.00

14,755

$

471,500.00

36,832

ACS

$

14,541.00

52

ACS

$

199,444.95

737

ACS
ACS
ACS

Chase

9,000

Table 3 - State of Maine Payment Card Usage

2.3.1

The Pine Tree Card

The Pine Tree Card is the unbranded (meaning it bears no credit
company logo i.e. VISA, MasterCard, Discover, AmEx) electronic
benefit transfer Card used primarily by DHHS to distribute SNAP
(formerly known as Food Stamps) and TANF benefits. The card was
introduced in 2004, in response to federal regulation requiring States to
implement EBT programs. In 2005, TANF was added, and in the years Figure 3 - The
since, 5 more programs have been transitioned to the platform.
Pine Tree Card

Unified Payment Card Work Group
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Vendor (Pine Tree Card)
Affiliated Computer Services 4 (ACS) won the original competitive bid and since the first
implementation has been the sole vendor of the Pine Tree Card. With annual revenues of $15.2
billion, ACS is an IT services company listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)
employing approximately 130,000 people worldwide. 5 Their EBT platform, EPPIC, is used
nationwide and provides State administrative access to all programs on the Pine Tree Card.
In 2009, ACS unsuccessfully bid upon Maine Department of Labor’s Unemployment
Insurance electronic payment card request for proposal. The Maine DOL contract was awarded
to JP Morgan Chase & Co. and is discussed in more detail later in this report.

Payment Process – State Perspective (Pine Tree Card)
Payments to benefit recipients are done on a daily basis. To initiate card loading, DHHS
creates an electronic file that is uploaded to the EPPIC system. This upload identifies the amount
of funds that will be added to each card. Amounts newly loaded can be available for the recipient
immediately, if necessary. The EPPIC system is capable of maintaining and reporting the
individual card balances and the associated account code identification for program allocations.
The Pine Tree Card is a post-funded EBT card. Post-funding simply means that the State
does not send cash to the administrator (ACS) until after the beneficiary has spent the
corresponding amount. Each business day, ACS requests one automated clearing house debit
from a State account in the amount of the total of all benefits spent during the previous day cycle.
To illustrate this process:
DHHS issues Jane Q. Citizen $150.00 in cash benefits on Monday, January 1st.
Jane checks her balance on Tuesday the 2nd, and sees that her balance is
$150.00. A week later, Jane visits a local ATM on Wednesday the 10th, at 11 a.m.
Her withdrawal is $80.00.
It is not until Thursday morning, the 11th, that the State’s account is debited for the
$80.00 cash. As this scenario illustrates, Post-funding allows the State to retain and invest the
unspent benefit amount within the State’s cash pool. In this case the State held the cash from
January 1st through January 11th. The State also retains the remaining $70.00 on Jane’s available
balance until it is withdrawn or spent.

Pricing (Pine Tree Card)
The pricing model is a per case/month fee dependant on the type of benefit. For SNAP
benefits, the cost is $.95/case, while the cash cost (Non-SNAP programs i.e. TANF, SSI, Dirigo)
is $.85/case and for a number of direct deposit recipients the cost is $.25/transaction. Total fees
are encumbered not to exceed $1,280,000 in each of the fiscal years FY11 – FY15. 6 In the month
of November, cases numbered 159,264 with subsequent charges for the Pine Tree Card coming to
$145,374.00 with $38,965,918.97 in benefits distributed. 7 On average, there are 11.55 client
4

Purchased by the Xerox Company in September 2009
ACS Annual Report - 2009
6
Maine EBT Contract 2010
7
Based upon December 1, 2010 ACS invoice. Does not include $393.12 charge for payphone calls made to
toll free customer service number at $.26 cents per call.
5
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transactions per SNAP case, and 6.61 client transactions per Cash based benefit. 8 Also, on
average, 50% of the fees are paid for by federal reimbursement.
This currently contracted pricing scheme also includes a tiered billing system: 9

SNAP Program
Caseload
< 50,000
50,001 - 80,000
80,001- 110,000
110,001 - 140,000
140,001 - 170,000
170,001 - 200,000
> 200,001

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Year 1
1.05
1.05
1.00
0.95
0.85
0.80
0.75

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Year 2
1.05
1.05
1.00
0.95
0.85
0.80
0.75

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Year 3
1.05
1.05
1.00
0.95
0.85
0.80
0.75

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Year 4
1.05
1.05
1.00
0.95
0.85
0.80
0.75

Cash Price (Non-SNAP programs) per Case Month w/2 free ATM Transactions
Caseload
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
< 10,000
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
10,001 - 15,000
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
15,001 - 20,000
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
20,001 - 25,000
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
25,001 - 30,000
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
30,001 - 35,000
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
> 35,001
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
$ 0.85
Table 4 – ACS billing tier for the State of Maine Pine Tree Card

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Year 5
1.05
1.05
1.00
0.95
0.85
0.80
0.75

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Year 5
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85

Cardholder Convenience (Pine Tree Card)
The Pine Tree Card comes in one style, as seen in Figure 2. From the date of request, it
takes a maximum of 2 days for a beneficiary to receive the card in the mail. The card is
accompanied by instructions on how to use it. Once the card is activated, the cardholder chooses a
4 digit PIN and can begin to use it by swiping the magnetic stripe at any card reader location
where the ‘Quest’ logo is accepted. In Maine, there are 1790 ATM locations that accept Pine
Tree Cards. The first two ATM withdrawals and balance inquiries of the month are of no charge
to the client. Three or more withdrawals cost an additional $.65 cents per transaction. These
amounts are in addition to surcharges which may be charged by the ATM itself. Similarly, at
retail locations which allow benefit recipients to receive cash back, no card fees are charged.
Retailers may, however, impose a small fee. Currently, there are 1506 SNAP authorized retailers
in the State of Maine. 968 accept both SNAP and Cash benefit payments with the Card. 442 only
accept SNAP benefits. 10 Card balances and transaction history can be found online, using
www.pinetreecard.com, or by calling the toll free ACS customer service number. In addition,
balance inquiries can be made at the ATM or retailer terminal.

8

Office of Integrated Access and Support
Maine EBT Contract 2010
10
Office of Integrated Access and Support
9
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Purchases are made similarly to the way people commonly use debit cards. The SNAP
program, however, limits the items that can be purchased to select
categories. Breads, cereals, fruits, vegetables, meats, and dairy products are
an example of items that are covered by the program. Items such as
alcohol, tobacco, household supplies, vitamins, hot foods, and other nonfood items are not SNAP eligible. 11 If a beneficiary receiving both SNAP
and cash program (i.e. State Supplemental Benefits, TANF) benefits Figure 4 - Quest
wishes to purchase both SNAP eligible and non-eligible items in one visit, logo with SNAP
they must swipe the Pine Tree Card twice in what is essentially two and Cash icons
separate transactions.
In addition to transaction detail and balance history, the ACS customer service number
provides other services like resolution of erroneous charges and lost or stolen cards. The call
center is required by contract to answer phone calls within 4 rings 98.5% of the time. When a
client requests to speak to an operator, they are required to receive one within 30 seconds 98.5%
of the time. During the month of November 2010, there were 4,648 calls placed to an operator,
and 345,047 calls placed with the IVR (Interactive Voice Response). Replacement of lost or
stolen cards is provided at no cost to the recipient.

2.3.2

The Maine Automated Payment card (Unemployment Insurance)

The MAP card is the branded (VISA) electronic benefit transfer
card used by the Department of Labor’s Bureau of Unemployment
Compensation to distribute unemployment benefits. The card was
introduced in June of 2010, and now all Unemployment Insurance
benefits (UI) are distributed electronically (direct deposit or MAP card).
Approximately 9,000 individuals receive unemployment benefits on a Figure 5 – The MAP
Card
weekly basis via the MAP card. 12

Vendor (MAP Card)
JP Morgan Chase & Co. won the competitive bid to bring payment cards to the
Unemployment Program in December of 2009. The program began a test pilot in June of 2010
and began full implementation beginning in July. With annual revenues of $100 billion, JP
Morgan Chase is a global financial services firm listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)
employing 220,000 people worldwide. 13

Payment Process – State Perspective (MAP Card)
Payments to benefit recipients are done on a daily basis. To initiate card loading, DOL
creates an electronic ACH (Automated Clearing House) file. This file is sent to the bank which
then processes each individual item as an ACH debit from the state account. The money thus
flows from the State account (TD Bank) to the cardholder’s account at JP Morgan Chase on the
following day. From initiation, funds can arrive in the beneficiary’s card account in as little as 2
business days.
11

USDA Food & Nutrition Service list of eligible food items
http://www.fns.usda.gov/snap/retailers/eligible.htm
12
Bureau of Unemployment Compensation
13
JP Morgan Chase & Co. Annual Report - 2009
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The MAP card is therefore a pre-funded payment card. Pre-funding, opposite from postfunding (as with the Pine Tree Card), simply means that the State sends the cash to the
administrator (JP Morgan Chase) simultaneously to the benefit being ‘loaded’ on the card. The
administrator holds the cash and any interest earnings on that unspent cash until the funds are
spent down by the recipient.

Pricing (MAP Card)
JP Morgan Chase does not charge the State to operate the MAP card. Primary sources of
revenues received by JP Morgan Chase through the administration of this program are from the
following sources:




Float earnings on unspent benefits
Card fees
Interchange fees

Float Earnings – Float can be described as the value of the money issued, but not yet deducted
from the issuer’s account. In the example of a paper check, float begins once the check is written
and ends when the recipient cashes the check and funds are sent from the issuer’s account to the
bank where the check is being redeemed. During that time, which can range widely, those funds
can earn interest for the issuer while technically being owned by the recipient. On the average
day, the State Treasurer’s office earns interest on approximately $60mm worth of check float.14
JP Morgan now becomes the holder of funds that would have been issued as checks, and can
therefore earn revenue until that money is spent by the recipient. Under normal circumstances,
this scenario would result in a loss of revenue for the State.
Card Fees – Fees paid by the cardholder for transactions such as ATM withdrawals, pin-based
retail purchases, insufficient funds, foreign currency conversion and activity such as online bill
payments, monthly paper statements, and card replacement.
Interchange Fees – The transaction fee on credit card and debit card purchases charged by the
banks that issue the cards. The interchange fee is designed to compensate for risk (the card user
might not pay) and for the costs of processing a transaction. It is paid by the merchants who
accept the cards for payment. An interchange fee typically comprises a fixed charge per
transaction plus a percentage of the amount charged.15 JP Morgan Chase estimates its interchange
fees on debit cards to be between 1-2% of the average total transaction, and less than 5% for
signature transactions. 16
Further explained: “…Each credit card transaction includes four parties: the merchant
accepting the card, the merchant's bank, the bank that issued the card, and the card user.
Suppose a consumer uses a credit card for a $100 purchase. The merchant may sell the
transaction to its bank for $98.00. That bank, in turn, sells the transaction to the issuing
bank for $98.50. The cardholder is subsequently billed for the full $100 purchase. The
card issuer's share of this transaction, in this case $1.50, is the interchange fee.
Interchange fees are a function of several variables, including the quantity of transactions
14

Office of the State Treasurer
"Interchange fee." Business. LoveToKnow, n.d. Web. 23 November 2010.
http://www.yourdictionary.com/business/interchange-fee
16
Conference call w/ JP Morgan Chase – 11/4/10
15
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a merchant processes, the processing procedure followed by the merchant (in-person
transactions incur a smaller fee than mail-order transactions), whether the card is swiped
or entered manually (swiped is less expensive), and the type of card that is used in the
transaction (premium cards that offer rewards are more expensive)…” 17

Cardholder Convenience (MAP Card)
The MAP card comes in one style, as seen in Figure 3. It is a
branded card with the VISA logo, which means it’s accepted at any location
which displays the VISA logo. From the date of request, its takes on
average 7 days for a beneficiary to receive the card in the mail. The card is
accompanied by instructions on how to use it. A 4 digit pin number is Figure 6 – The
assigned, accompanied by security suggestions on how to keep benefits MAP card is
safe. Once the card is activated, the cardholder can begin to use it by accepted at VISA
swiping the magnetic stripe at any card reader location where the ‘VISA’ member locations
logo is accepted. In Maine, there are 1,800 ATM locations and 520 VISA member banks that
accept the MAP card. Beneficiaries are allowed one free withdrawal per deposit at any Chase,
Allpoint and Key Bank networks (250 ATMs in Maine). ATM withdrawals exceeding 1 per
deposit or at an unaffiliated ATM network cost $1.50 each (in addition to surcharges which may
be charged by the ATM itself). The program also allows unlimited free over-the-counter teller
withdrawal at all VISA member banks.
As of May of 2008, 28,100 locations in Maine accept the MAP card with no fees and
unlimited usage. Pin-based transactions (which include receiving cash back) cost $.25 cents, and
retailers may impose an additional fee. Cardholders are allowed unlimited balance inquires at
ATM locations with no fees. Card balances and transaction history can also be found online,
using www.myaccount.chase.com, by calling the toll free JP Morgan Chase customer service
number.
Purchases are made identically to the way people commonly use debit or credit cards. As
a completely cash based card (UI program only), there are no restrictions on what items can be
purchased, or what types of retailers can be visited.
In addition to transaction detail and balance history, the JP Morgan customer service
number provides services such as, card activation, transaction dispute, PIN change, transaction
inquiry, program information, eligibility inquiry, report lost/stolen card/damaged card,
replacement card request, & address change.

17

"Interchange fee." Business. LoveToKnow, n.d. Web. 23 November 2010.
http://www.yourdictionary.com/business/interchange-fee
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The following table outlines all currently contracted card fees to MAP cardholders. 18

Service
ATM Cash Withdrawal at any Chase, Allpoint or Key
Bank ATM
ATM Cash Withdrawal at all other ATMs in U.S.*
ATM Cash Withdrawal at ATMs outside U.S.*
ATM Balance Inquiry at any ATM in U.S.
ATM Balance Inquiry at ATMs outside U.S.
Retail Purchase with signature
Retail Purchase with PIN (includes cash back)
Teller Withdrawal at a Visa Member Bank
Online Bill Payment at www.myaccount.chase.com

Fee
1 free per deposit; $1.50 each thereafter

Transaction Denied for Insufficient Funds**
Monthly Statement Online

$1.00 per transaction
Free

Monthly Statement — mail
Card Replacement — standard delivery

$0.75 per month
1 free per year; $5.00 each thereafter

Card Replacement — expedited delivery
Foreign Currency Conversion***

$15.00 per card
3% of transaction

$1.50
$3.00
Free
Free
Free
$0.25
Free
$0.75

each
each

each
per bill payment

* Some ATM owners and operators may charge an additional fee per transaction. There are no
surcharges at Key Bank, Allpoint and Chase ATMs.
** This fee will be assessed if an ATM or POS transaction is denied due to insufficient funds in your
Account.
*** A monthly fee will be assessed on each account that has been inactive for 180 days and has a
balance. Fee is not assessed during periods of activity. Account activity is defined as a deposit,
withdrawal, purchase or any type of financial activity.

Table 5 - MAP card recipient fees

2.4

State of Maine - Future Payment Card Programs

DHHS is planning to implement child support payments on the Pine Tree Card by FY12.
This is currently the only new program with known plans to migrate from paper check payment to
a payment card platform. In this case, the agency already has a contract for payment card
services in place. It is unknown what future programs or payment types are on the horizon, but
any agency with no current contract could join the DHHS ACS platform under the current terms
or decide to begin its own procurement process and obtain an entirely new vendor. There is no
current legislation directly prohibiting such a move. Nationally, payment card usage is wide
ranging and far reaching. Some examples include:

18
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Employee Payroll
Provider Payments
Disability
Workers Compensation
Child Care

Social Security
Correctional Facilities
Court-Ordered Payments
Military Personnel
Tax Refunds

While payment card providers may claim significant advantages over other forms of
payment, including cost and security, the most apparent fact is that these electronic forms of
payment are becoming an increasing portion of the payment landscape. In 2006, checks
represented 32% of the non-cash payment market. Just three years later, that has dropped to 22%.
In the same time period, debit card payments have increased from 26% to 35%. Debit (35%),
credit (20%), prepaid cards (5%), and ACH (18%) transactions now account for 78% of all noncash payments. Prepaid cards, which include funds distributed by government agencies to
disburse benefits, has seen the most growth at 22% in the three year period. 19

2.5

Payment Card Providers

Currently, there are 3 main processors which provide the full range of EBT services
for the SNAP and WIC (Women, Infants and Children) programs. They are ACS, JP
Morgan Chase, and FIS (Fidelity Information Services). ACS and JP Morgan Chase have been
discussed already. FIS (formerly eFunds) is a banking and payment technology company based
in Jacksonville, Florida. With annual revenues of $3.8 billion, FIS is listed on the New York
Stock Exchange (NYSE) and employs 31,000 people worldwide. 20 All three vendors submitted a
proposal for the most recent Maine EBT card contract.
2.6

Current Contracts and Purchasing Options

There are currently two independent contracts for payment cards with two different
vendors. The contract details are as follows:

Agency

Vendor

Begin
Date

End Date

DHHS

ACS
4/1/2010
3/31/2015
JP Morgan
Chase
DOL
12/1/2009 11/30/2014
Table 6 - State of Maine Payment Card Contract Details

2.6.1

Amount
$
$

6,400,000
-

Renewal
Option

Renewal
Term

Yes

2x – 1 year

Yes

1x - 5 year

Open Vendor Model (Multiple Cards)

The open vendor model is the current environment whereby payment card contracts are
not controlled on a State level. With an open vendor model, each State agency is autonomous
19
20

2010 Federal Reserve Payments Study
FIS 2009 Annual Report
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and is allowed to acquire a payment card issuer by going through the RFP (Request for Proposal)
process through the Division of Purchases. The open vendor model allows for multiple payment
card vendors with an unlimited number of payment cards available.
There are various benefits to this option. The primary benefit is that this model is
currently in place, with the two primary agencies satisfied with their services and contracts. With
no changes to policy needed, this would be the easiest option and cause the least disturbance.
The open vendor model allows agencies to choose their own vendor, and to custom their RFP to
suit their specific program and budgetary needs.
The drawbacks to this model are varied. There exists the possibility that the State could
lose out on savings due to economies of scale. Also, State agencies can independently contract
for such financial services without the approval of agencies such as the Office of the State
controller, and the Office of the State Treasurer. This could create a situation where a contract
might be favorable to the contracting agency, but unfavorable on a State-wide basis. An example
of that would be a ‘no-cost to the agency’ proposal whereby the payment card provider would
receive float earnings which would otherwise go to the State or benefit recipient. Another
potential drawback could arise from unfettered payment card issuance, with 4 or more agencies
creating their own version of payment cards. This could lead to the public’s confusion and
general inconvenience. Decentralized payment card contracts, like those under this model, also
provide less administrative and technical efficiency than would a comparable centralized contract.

2.6.2

Two Vendor Model (2 Cards)

The two vendor model is also similar to the current environment. However, instead of
individual agency control, two vendors would exist and provide services for all State agencies.
Under this system, the two contracts for payment card services would go through the RFP process
to be expanded as Statewide contracts for:
1. EBT cards (Pine Tree Card)
2. Branded card (MAP card)
This two vendor model would limit the total number of payment cards to two. Agencies
who would like to begin utilizing payment card services would be guided to the option that best
suited their needs and provided the best value for the State.
There are various benefits to this option. The primary benefit is the limiting of payment
cards to two separate cards. This would prevent new agencies from entering into separate
contracts than those currently in place and thus limit the number of cards that citizens might have
to use, and achieves some economy of scale by limiting the services to two vendors. Another
benefit of this model is that it allows the current card programs and vendors to continue
unchanged.
There are also drawbacks to this model. By allowing two vendors to maintain the
business of the State, there is the possibility that the State could lose out on savings due to further
economies of scale. It’s also possible that limiting the number of vendors or cards to 2 could
prevent a level of customization that some agencies might prefer. This could also be the case
with beneficiary populations, who could prefer not to utilize cards associated with other
programs.
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2.6.3

One Vendor Model (Unified Payment Card)

The one vendor model is the model that would allow for a true unified payment card.
This would be one card that would provide all payment card benefits. Under this system, there
would be one Statewide master contract for payment card services, one vendor awarded the
contract, and one card utilized for benefits.
There are various benefits to this option. The primary benefit is the possibility of savings
from the economy of scale. While the amount of savings cannot yet be identified, purchasing
industry experts point to economies of scale as integral factors in driving costs down. An
example of this can be found in the way the current payment contracts are set up. Under the ACS
contract, and illustrated in Table 4, each program utilizing the Pine Tree Card (non SNAP) pays a
share of the $.85 cent per case fee. If there are 5 programs sending payments to one beneficiary,
they each pay $.17 cents. 21 Therefore, if another program is added and pays that same
beneficiary, the cost is split 6 ways, so each would pay $.14 cents. Similar economies of scale
could exist in other areas and at the vendor level.
The One Vendor Model also ensures central oversight to payment card contracts. This
would prevent agencies from making decisions that could affect the State negatively as a whole.
The one vendor model would limit the number of payment cards beneficiaries have to carry to
just one. This means that there would also be a single contact point for card based benefits
Statewide.
The drawbacks to the Unified Payment Card model are significant. Only one state, Utah,
has a payment card contract that attempts to move in the direction of a single payment card.
There are varied reasons for this, the two most important being prohibitively high equipment
costs at the retailer location, and strict FNS (Food and Nutrition Service) guidelines (for SNAP
program). Other drawbacks include disruption to the current card programs, agencies and
beneficiaries; loss of customization and card options, and a single point of failure for the State’s
many payment card benefits.

2.6.4 One Vendor Model (2 Cards)
This model blends the Unified Payment Card model’s (2.6.3) one vendor approach with
the Two Vendor two cards model (2.6.2). Under this system, there would be one Statewide
master contract for payment card services, one vendor awarded the contract, and two cards
utilized for benefits.
This model allows for the economies of scale provided by a one vendor solution while
allowing flexibility in an emerging market that has yet to produce a single payment card option.
The benefits to this option would include Statewide oversight of a master contract, limiting of
payment cards to 2, and the ability to have both a non-branded EBT card and a branded debit card
solution.
The primary drawback to this option would be the complicated process to convert the
current two vendor situation to a single contracted vendor. The Office of the State Treasurer and
21

The allocation process described here assumes each program is issuing the same number of transactions
to the beneficiary.
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the Division of Purchases would need to take a lead role in coordinating the new RFP process to
acquire a master payment card contract that could service the needs of both of the primary State
agencies utilizing the payment cards (DHHS & Labor) and their clients. Another drawback is the
concern that a single vendor would create a single point of failure for the State’s many payment
card benefits.

2.6.5

The ‘WIC Problem’

A drawback to any of the models which require a master agreement (all but Open Vendor
Model 2.6.1) is the potential inability of the master agreement to ensure the compatibility of, and
the best pricing for a payment card benefit program not currently existing. While such a master
agreement would be written in a way which allows new programs and agencies to utilize it, a
point of concern would be the emergence of a new electronic payment program unlike any other
existing program (at the time of RFP) requiring extensive, additional specifications not foreseen
in the master agreement. An example of this would be the WIC (Women, Infants & Children)
program. The WIC program, which currently uses food vouchers to indicate allowable purchases
at the retail location, is considered the most complex transaction at the retail POS. 22 While WIC
is known, and can be planned for, the possibility exists that future, even more complicated and
therefore expensive, payment card programs could arrive.
Under the current Open Vendor Model, DHHS may potentially plan to go through the
RFP process for the WIC payment card program exclusively.

22

Wisconsin WIC EBT Assessment - January 2010
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3.0

RELATED EMERGING ISSUES

3.1

Interchange Fee Regulation

On July 21, 2010, the President signed into law the Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and
Consumer Protection Act (Pub.L. 111-203, H.R. 4173). This sweeping legislation included a
section known as the Durbin amendment (Sec. 920) which aims to control how much banks can
charge merchants on interchange fees (See 2.2.2 “Pricing” for definition). The section establishes
an Interchange Fee Board (Federal Reserve) which “…may prescribe regulations… regarding
any interchange transaction fee that an issuer may receive or charge with respect to an electronic
debit transaction… Reasonable interchange transaction fees.--The amount of any interchange
transaction fee that an issuer may receive or charge with respect to an electronic debit
transaction shall be reasonable and proportional to the cost incurred by the issuer with respect to
the transaction.”
The Federal Reserve Board has begun meetings to weigh a proposed cap of debit-card
transaction fees that could cut card-issuer profits and benefit retailers. According to one source,
“The changes are likely to significantly cut into card-issuer profits to the point where some
banks, including JPMorgan Chase and Wells Fargo, are reconsidering their debit card
businesses. The banks say that while debit cards are unlikely to go away, perks and rewards that
come with the use of cards will be limited if any, going forward.” 23 In September, Bank of
America recorded a $10.4 billion goodwill charge -- a reduction in the intangible value of the
business -- because of the interchange rule. The bank, based in Charlotte, North Carolina, has said
the caps could reduce annual revenue by $2.3 billion. 24 During a meeting on December 16, 2010,
the Fed proposed new rules which could reduce debit interchange fees by up to 70 percent. 25
It is not clear how this legislation and forthcoming rule will affect the overall payment
card market and therefore the State of Maine payment cards. The Durbin amendment, however,
did provide a 1 year exemption for government-administered payment programs and reloadable
prepaid cards in the case of “…a debit card or general-use prepaid card that has been provided to
a person pursuant to a Federal, State or local government-administered payment program…”
After the year has passed, the State program remains exempt as long as there are no fees for an
overdraft, or fees imposed by the issuer for the first withdrawal per month. 26 Based on this
exemption, preliminary understanding is that the new interchange rules will not directly affect the
State’s current payment card programs. Rulemaking is required to be complete on April 21, 2011,
followed by a final rule after public comment.

23

“Banks Brace For Swipe Fee Rules” TheStreet.com. Web,
http://www.thestreet.com/story/10943066/1/banks-brace-for-swipe-fee-rules.html?cm_ven=GOOGLEN
24
“Federal Reserve Said to Consider Debit-Card Fee Cap”
Bloomberg.com. Web http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2010-12-09/federal-reserve-said-to-considerinterchange-fee-cap-on-dec-16.html
25
“Fed Proposes Lower Store Fees on Debit Purchases” Washingtonpost.com. Web,
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/12/16/AR2010121606528.html
26
Full text of the Durbin Amendment can be found at the website of the US Government Printing Office:
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-111publ203/content-detail.html. Section 920.
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4.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

After consideration of the information presented and discussion of options and related
issues made during the course of its work, the Unified Payment Card Work Group unanimously
concluded that a Unified Payment Card is not immediately achievable at this time but makes the
following recommendations:

1. Issue an RFP (Request for Proposal) to establish a Statewide Master
contract for Payment Card Services. This contract would facilitate a
transfer from the Open Vendor Model (2.6.1) currently in use, to the OneVendor-Two-Card Model (2.6.4). The Group concludes that consolidation of
current and future Payment Card contracts to a single vendor would provide
an efficiency of delivery that should translate into cost savings and increased
cardholder convenience. Because of the complexity of the variables
involved, and the unknown pricing components that card providers may
utilize, the Group feels that the most fair and accurate solution is the
competitive RFP process. If it is determined that proposal responses result in
increased cost savings or efficiency of delivery, the new (or incumbent)
vendor will begin providing Payment Card Services on a master State-wide
agreement level. The timing of this RFP should take into account two
important factors: 1.) Possible termination charges for the current contracts
with ACS and JP Morgan. Contract termination for the ACS contract is
estimated at $100,000 per year. 2.) In the case of unsatisfactory results from
this RFP process, enough time should be allowed for DHHS and DOL to
commence their individual RFP award processes before the end of their
current contracts.
2. Establishment of a Payment Card RFP Reviewers panel. This panel,
consisting of members from the Department of Health and Human Services,
Department of Labor, Office of the State Controller, Office of the State
Treasurer, and the Division of Purchases, would oversee the RFP process for
the Statewide Master contract for Payment Card Services. This group would
be responsible for determining if the RFP proposal in Recommendation #1 is
more advantageous for the State and cardholders than the current payment
card solutions. Other interested stakeholders may be included.
3. Modification of M.R.S.A. Title 5 Section 1543. This language
modification, included in section 5.1, clarifies current statute to ensure that
all forms of State disbursement fall under the checks and balances of the
Office of the State Controller and Office of the State Treasurer.
4. Modification of M.R.S.A. Title 5 Section 1543-A. This language
modification, included in section 5.2, gives authority to the Office of the
State Controller and Office of the State Treasurer to transition State
disbursements to more cost effective methods of payment, such as EFT.
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5.0

SUGGESTED LEGISLATION

The following is the modified language proposed by the Unified Payment Card Group.
Additions are underlined, deletions are in strikethrough.

5.1

Modification of M.R.S.A. Title 5 Section 1543
Title 5: ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES AND SERVICES
Part 4: FINANCE
Chapter 143: ACCOUNTS AND CONTROL

§1543. DISBURSEMENTS; EXCEPTIONS
Money may not be drawn from the State Treasury except in accordance with appropriations duly
authorized by law. Every disbursement from the State Treasury must be upon the authorization of the State
Controller and the Treasurer of State, as evidenced by their facsimile signatures, except that the Treasurer
of State may authorize interbank and intrabank transfers for purposes of pooled investments.
Disbursements must may be in the form of a check or an electronic transfer of funds against a designated
bank or trust company acting as a depository of the State Government. [1993, c. 680, Pt. A,
§9 (RPR).]
The State Controller and the Treasurer of State are authorized to issue rules, policies or procedures to
limit the number of disbursements made for less than $5. [1993, c. 410, Pt. UU, §1 (NEW).]
Notwithstanding the foregoing paragraph, the Commissioner of Labor is authorized to prepare and
sign warrants for the payment of benefits to eligible unemployed persons and allowances to persons eligible
under federally sponsored human resources development programs that authorize the Department of Labor
to designate the recipients of allowances from federal funds granted or allocated to the department under
these programs, which warrants, upon being delivered to the payee, become a check against a designated
bank or trust company acting as a depository of the State Government. The authority of the commissioner
to prepare and sign the warrants is limited solely to the payment of benefits to eligible unemployed persons
and to allowances to persons eligible under these federal programs. The facsimile signature of the
commissioner who is leaving office is valid until a new signature plate for the signature authorized has
been obtained for the commissioner's successor. [1995, c. 462, Pt. B, §2 (AMD).]
Notwithstanding the foregoing paragraphs, the treasurer of the 3 Indian school committees is
authorized to prepare and sign warrants for the payment of Indian school payrolls and bills. [1973, c.
571, §3-A (NEW); 1973, c. 625, §29 (NEW).]
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5.2

Modification of M.R.S.A. Title 5 Section 1543-A

Title 5: ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES AND SERVICES
Part 4: FINANCE
Chapter 143: ACCOUNTS AND CONTROL
§1543-A. DIRECT DEPOSIT OF CERTAIN DISBURSEMENTS
1. Electronic funds transfer system. The State Controller and the Treasurer of State shall establish
an electronic funds transfer system for the purpose of transferring directly into payees' accounts held at
accredited financial institutions the payment of any amount or obligation owed by the State. Beginning
with the payroll after the effective date of this section that is closest to January 1, 2008, the State shall pay
all state employees' wages and salaries through an electronic funds transfer system. Except as set forth in
subsection 2, all wages and salaries of state employees must be transferred by means of electronic funds
transfer directly into an employee's account in an accredited financial institution designated by the
employee, and each state employee shall complete a direct deposit application on such forms as the State
Controller shall prescribe. The direct deposit application authorizes the State Controller to initiate credit
and debit entries and to correct erroneous credit entries to the employee's designated account. The State
Controller shall develop policies and procedures to allow the employee to change the designated account at
any time.[ 2007, c. 539, Pt. E, §1 (NEW) .]
2. Waiver provisions. The State may waive the mandatory direct deposit of the wages or salary for a
state employee in subsection 1 if the State Controller determines that:
A. The employee has a physical or mental disability that would impede the employee's ability to gain
access to electronically deposited funds; [2007, c. 539, Pt. E, §1 (NEW).]
B. The employee has religious convictions that preclude the use of direct deposits; or [2007, c.
539, Pt. E, §1 (NEW).]
C. The facts of the particular case warrant a waiver of the mandatory direct deposit of the employee's
wages or salary. [2007, c. 539, Pt. E, §1 (NEW).]
[ 2007, c. 539, Pt. E, §1 (NEW) .]
3. Transfers to multiple payees. A single transfer may contain payments to multiple payees.
[ 2007, c. 539, Pt. E, §1 (NEW) .]
4. System administration. The State Controller and the Treasurer of State shall establish the
standards and procedures for administering the electronic funds transfer system.
[ 2007, c. 539, Pt. E, §1 (NEW) .]
5. Non-Payroll Disbursements. The State Controller and State Treasurer are authorized to establish
rules for requiring accounting payments to be made by electronic transfer.
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APPENDIX A
Part HHH

Unified Payment Card Work Group

An Act Making Supplemental Appropriations and Allocations for the
Expenditures of State Government, General Fund and Other Funds, and
Changing Certain Provisions of the Law Necessary to the Proper
Operations of State Government for the Fiscal Years Ending June 30, 2010
and June 30, 2011
Emergency preamble. Whereas, acts and resolves of the Legislature do not become
effective until 90 days after adjournment unless enacted as emergencies; and
Whereas, the 90-day period may not terminate until after the beginning of the next fiscal
year; and
Whereas, certain obligations and expenses incident to the operation of state departments
and institutions will become due and payable immediately; and
Whereas, in the judgment of the Legislature, these facts create an emergency within the
meaning of the Constitution of Maine and require the following legislation as immediately
necessary for the preservation of the public peace, health and safety; now, therefore,
Be it enacted by the People of the State of Maine as follows:
PART HHH
Sec. HHH-1. Unified payment card work group established. The Treasurer of State shall convene
a work group to review disbursement options related to a unified payment card for state
expenditures in order to determine if increased cardholder convenience and further state budget
savings can be achieved.
Sec. HHH-2. Participants. In convening the work group under section 1, the Treasurer of State
shall include representatives from the Department of Administrative and Financial Services,
Office of the State Controller, Division of Purchases, Bureau of Revenue Services and Office of
Information Technology; the Department of Labor; the Department of Health and Human
Services; the Department of Corrections; the Department of Education; and the Department of
Professional and Financial Regulation. The Treasurer of State shall serve as chair of the work
group and may accept resources as approved and provided by work group participants.
Sec. HHH-3. Duties. The work group under section 1 shall:
1. Review current payment card offerings;
2. Explore opportunities to expand payment card offerings;
3. Determine any cost savings and expenses associated with a unified payment card; and
4. Recommend actions and timelines, if appropriate.
Sec. HHH-4. Report. The work group under section 1 shall submit its report, including any
recommended implementing legislation, to the joint standing committee of the Legislature having
jurisdiction over appropriations and financial affairs by January 15, 2011.
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APPENDIX B
Minutes of the Unified Payment Card Work Group
Meeting #1
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APPENDIX C
Minutes of the Unified Payment Card Work Group
Meeting #2
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Unified Payment Card Work Group – DRAFT Minutes
Third Floor, Cross Office Building, Conference Room #300 1:30 – 2:40 pm

Meeting # 2 Agenda: – Identifying Payment Costs and Determining best payment
practices
Present: Terry Brann, OSC; Sharelyn Parker, Corrections; Melissa Hutchings, PFR; Michael Frey, DHHS;
Mark Lutte, Kevin Scheirer, Purchases; Valerie Seaberg, Education; Steve Campana, OIT; David Lemoine,
Kristi Carlow, Tim Rodriguez, OST

1. Welcome – Treasurer Lemoine welcomed group.
2. Review of meeting #1 – Final minutes from 9/22/10 meeting distributed. Motion to approve: Terry
Brann. Seconded: Valerie Seaberg. All in favor.
3. Transaction Costs in the State of Maine – Tim Rodriguez presented transaction cost statistics
(Attachment) for the following payment types: EFT, Check, DHHS EBT card, MAP card model,
State Procurement card. Costs ranged from $1.26 per transaction (MAP card model) to a profit of
$6.14 per transaction (Procurement Card). Costs were calculated excluding the cost of labor, but
included details such as check printing, postage, card fees, earnings on float, and rebates.
4. Unified Payment Card – Treasurer Lemoine reminded the group of the legislative charge to
determine if increased cardholder convenience and further budget savings could be achieved with a
unified payment card approach.
A discussion followed on the feasibility of and possible savings from combining the two primary
payment cards serviced by ACS (DHHS, Dirigo) and JP MorganChase (DOL). Questions were
raised about the length of remaining contracts (2015 and 2014, respectively), savings from
increased volume pricing (unknown), existence of a single payment card issuer with the ability to
service all the needs of Maine government (unknown), and the possibility of rebates offerings
similar to the Procurement card arrangement.
The topic of cardholder convenience and how to properly quantify it ensued. Categories were
offered, such as: Acceptance, number of different cards clients must carry, fees (i.e. ATM, signature
purchases), aesthetics, reporting (State & client), timeliness of payments, and security.
Michael Frey (DHHS) stressed the inherent relationship between the SNAP program and other
benefits, underlining the role of the Card issuer’s ability to administer the non-cash benefit which
limits items purchased.
The group felt that these questions would need to be answered before any conclusions could be
drawn. Several members with expertise in these topics offered to research the specifics and report
back to Tim Rodriguez, for group presentation at the next meeting. (See Action items at end)
5. Other Payment option opportunities – State Controller, Terry Brann presented a detailed
summary of payments (Attached) made by paper check during FY2010. The information showed
that of the 1.5mm+ checks issued, 74% (1.1mm) were issued to “miscellaneous vendors” - high
volume, relatively low dollar recipients. The 74% accounted for only 13% of the dollar value of all
checks issued. The top 3 misc vendors (by check issuance totals) were Child Support, SSI, and
MTX (Income Tax). DHHS has already begun efforts to transition the Child Support and SSI
payments to the EBT card, accounting for over 800k checks. The Controller and group agreed that
the focus has been correctly applied to moving these types of payments to an electronic format,
considering the sheer volume and relatively low dollar amounts which are ideal for electronic
disbursement.

6. Review – No definitive answers could be made while some of the important cost and
convenience statistics are still forthcoming. The group will reconvene within 3-4 weeks after the
remaining questions are researched.

7. Schedule meeting #3 of Unified Payment Card group – TBD

Action Items:
1. Mark Lutte, Purchases, will look into past RFP’s from the Procurement card contract and contact
the submitting entities to determine what other types of services they are capable of providing.
2. Michael Frey, DHHS-OIAS, will determine if there are other vendors who provide SNAP EBT
card administration, to see if there is any overlap in the payment card market.
3. Kim Smith, DOL, will research the fee structure for MAP cardholders.

Meeting adjourned at 2:40 p.m.

APPENDIX D
Minutes of the Unified Payment Card Work Group
Meeting #3

Unified Payment Card Work Group

Unified Payment Card Work Group – Third Floor, Cross Office Building
Conference Room #300 1:30 – 3:30 pm 12/21/10

Meeting # 3 Agenda: – Finalizing Unified Payment Card Report and Determining
Recommendations

1. Welcome – Treasurer Lemoine welcomed group
Present: Doug Cotnoir, OSC; Sharelyn Parker, Corrections; Kevin Scheirer, Mark Lutte, Purchases; Arthur
Henry, OIT; Valerie Searburg, Education; Michael O’Connor, DHHS; David Lemoine, Bruce Poliquin, Kristi
Carlow, Tim Rodriguez, OST.

2. Review of meeting #2
a. Minutes – Final draft of minutes from 10/19/10 meeting distributed. Motion to approve Mark
Lutte. Seconded Valerie Seaberg. All in favor.
b. Action items – All previous action items completed, findings included in the draft report.
3. Purchases Findings – Card Rebates - Mark Lutte discussed his findings from meetings with US Bank,
Citigroup, JP Morgan, Bank of America related to the possibility of rebates existing in the benefit
payment card market. In general, Mark’s finding was that the vendors would not rule out providing a
rebate, but would also not commit or indicate a rebate was an option used extensively in the benefit
payment card market. The general understanding is that the State’s procurement card model is different
from the EBT market and that rebates are more common in the former (but also possible for the latter,
subject to the size of the programs involved).
4. Draft Report – The group reviewed the draft report. Tim Rodriguez highlighted the sections touching
on payment costs, payment card usage, payment card providers and then a detailed discussion of the
possible payment card options ensued (Section 2.6). The group discussed the advantages and
disadvantages of current payment card model, a two-vendor-two-card model, a unified payment card
model, a one-vendor-two-two-card model and the related issues.
Discussion revolved around the efficiencies resulting from a single vendor approach, as well as the
drawbacks. Some members voiced concerns about one vendor and the problems associated with a
single point of failure. Discussion continued on possible backup scenarios and emergency conversions
to a different vendor should the current vendor fail. Another issue discussed was the emergence of new,
more complicated electronic payment programs which might not fit in a pre-priced contract, with the
example of the WIC program being put forth.
The group found the One-Vendor-Two-Card Model (2.6.4) to be most favorable. However, without an
RFP process, the group decided that it would be too difficult to identify cost savings. The members
decided to recommend this model with the caveat that an unsatisfactory RFP result would enable the
current model to continue without change.
Other issues discussed were electronic payments and controls, with the Office of the State Controller
(OSC) and the Office of the State Treasurer (OST) having an interest in ensuring all state disbursements
were sent efficiently and securely. The group discussed legislation needed for such goals.

5. Recommendations – The group unanimously recommended the One-Vendor-Two-Two-Card model
with an included acknowledgement of possible related drawbacks. It was suggested that the
Commissioner of DAFS should be included on the report distribution list.
6. Review
a. Conclusions
b. Items to be resolved – Tim Rodriguez will assemble the changes into a new draft and submit
the draft for ’members’ review and final approval.

APPENDIX E
Department of Health and Human Services
ACS Contract (Pine Tree Card)
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APPENDIX F
Maine Department of Labor
JP Morgan Contract (MAP Card)

Unified Payment Card Work Group

